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Thriving mixed use downtown

Filled with young professionals & empty nesters
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A growing number of families with children

Animated retail streets

World-renown cultural institutions

$6.1 billion in new development just completed or underway

Not counting the growth at the edge of Center City

Bad news:
Highest poverty rate of 10 largest cities: 25.7%
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3rd highest poverty rate of 25 largest cities
Behind only Detroit & Memphis

Disparities in education levels

Creates huge disparities in the city: poverty

Thoroughly reject analogy that repeatedly surfaces

26% Citywide with BA

This is NOT a tale of two cities; it’s a tale of one city that’s not
growing fast enough to address locally problems we inherit

Nationally, since 2009 we’ve been living through
an urban led economic recovery

At a time when we can not look to higher levels of government

26 largest cities added jobs
+2.3% per year

National economy
+1.7% per year
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Since 2009, Philadelphia has been growing
at only 1.4%/ year

Recent growth (2 years) lifted us out of basement
Above Baltimore & Memphis: 24th out of 26

26 largest cities +2.3% /yr

25 largest cities +2.3% /yr

National economy +1.7% /year
Philadelphia 1.4%/year

National economy +1.7% /year
Philadelphia 1.4%/year

If Philadelphia was a high growth city just slowing down…
Instead we’re digging out from a long-period of job decline
Have 24% fewer jobs than in 1970

As Philadelphia lost ¼ of its jobs from 1970,
Surrounding suburbs saw jobs increase by 110%
City population contracted by 446,481 people (23%).

Industrial decline
& suburbanization

Poverty rate went up everywhere in Philadelphia:
Between 1970-2015 except Center City

Numbers, rather than rates, tell a different story
Modest increase in number in poverty over 45 years +100,000
Big loss in middle income & working class residents (-500,000)
2,200/year compared to 11,100 per year
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Philadelphia’s poverty rate results in part from losing
5 times as many middle & working class residents
as new poor people were added

Shapes the politics of the city
The needs in our neighborhoods are great

But because we rank 24th in job growth
62nd in housing production

Poverty is lower in cities that grow faster (y axis)

We ought to focus on how we expand, not stifle growth
Avoid the politics of resentment

Look back briefly how we got here:
1956-2017

OPDC was created in 1956 at beginning of process
of creating a post-industrial city
Reclaiming & preserving historic housing
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1960s & 1970s Philadelphia created a new office district

We inherit a generation of buildings connected to transit

Office boom of 1980s transformed skyline

1985-1990: added a substantial inventory
of new class A office space within the city
Helped us begin to retain office market share

Today: 40% of downtown jobs are in office towers
Average wage = $91,300.year

Center City holds 42% of all jobs in Philadelphia
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Employers: easy access to 360 degree labor market
309,000 riders/day take transit into downtown

63% downtown jobs require less than college degree
33% require only a high school diploma

25% of residents from every city neighborhood
Work downtown; 52.5 % of jobs held by city residents

Beginning in 1970s:
Huge expansion of education & health care campuses

SEPTA makes them accessible to neighborhood residents

EMPLOYMENT

In both University City & Center City

20% downtown jobs in 15 medical & educational institutions
Average wage = $59,800
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Universities excel bringing research dollars into city
University of Pennsylvania as lead institution

Patent applications help build the next economy

Since 1970s colleges imported huge crop of 18 year-olds
Each year: source of housing & retail demand

Higher ed institution confer 28,568 degrees per year
25% in health care
18% STEM (science, technology, engineering, math)
17% in business

Provide a huge pool of skilled labor
If we keep them
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But despite this strong base of office, eds & meds
1990: degraded & squalid public environment:

9 to 5 downtown; empty streets at night

Substantial ground & upper floor vacancy

CCD was launched on March 20, 1991 = 27 years
Downtown owners agree to pay extra

CCD 1.0 - 1991: started with the basics
Comprehensive cleaning & graffiti removal

64% of survey respondents
Say Center City “much cleaner” than rest of the city
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Public safety
Community Service Representatives

Unique partnership: Daily combined roll-call

• 42 CSR’s
• 6 Supervisors
• 7 days per week

57

Since 1995 serious crimes cut in half
declined from 18.2 to 9.9/day

Substantial long-term trend: 1991-2017

Even as population & activity increased downtown

• 52% drop in major crime in CCD
• 81% drop in theft-from-auto

82% feel safe “most of the time” or “always”
Clean & safe is the foundation on which all else is built

1992: Diversifying downtown land-use
Moving beyond office, eds & meds
Investments: arts & entertainment
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1990: CPDC released plan for the Avenue of Arts
Early 20th century office district 40% vacant

City, foundations, state & private funding
Renovation of historic theaters

Building of new theaters

South Broad transformed into a mixed use district

Center City today is rich with cultural amenities

3 rd nationally behind Manhattan & Washington DC
Number of downtown arts & cultural institutions: 243
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Widely dispersed, with 3 major clusters

New tourism facilities + destination marketing

Substantial growth in hotel room supply &
occupancy levels

In 1993: Public investment in hospitality
Pennsylvania Convention Center

Steady growth in domestic & international tourism

Entertainment, leisure, hospitality: 11.6% of downtown jobs
Average salary = $31,000/year
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CCD 2.0: Improving the product for visitors
1996: financed $50 million streetscape improvements
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2,189 Pedestrian-scale lights
Doubled nighttime illumination

.

Support the evening economy

Significant new hotels in the pipeline
1,923 more rooms under construction

Building façade lighting: animate the city

We have added many new reasons for people
to come to Center City
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Continuous growth in fine dining restaurants

Largest retail promotion: 2 x year:
Restaurant Week

464

400

65 in 1992
350

300

2005

2010

2017

Flourishing of sidewalk cafes

433 outdoor seating locations summer of 2017

1995 = zero

Strong mix of ownerowner-proprietor retailers
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Steady inin-migration of national brands

1996: commenced steady reductions in gross income portion
of Business Income & Receipts tax (BIRT) but not Net Income

1996 CCD study: Turning on the Lights Upstairs
4.5 million sf. vacant Class “C” office space

• Retained architect &
developer to evaluate
buildings
• Survey to determine best
buildings; floor layout, window
size & exposure

1996: Philadelphia commenced tax reduction
Continued for 12 years until 2008: from 4.9% to 3.92%

Not accidental: first wave of job growth started
within 2 years of commencement of tax reduction

This led to the other major stimulus of 1990s
10 year tax abatement
Approved 1997
• Extraordinary costs of
converting from vacant office or
industrial to residential use
• Available city wide

• Detailed economic analysis
of 10 buildings: evaluation for
code compliance, costestimate, pro-formas.
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Expanded in 2000 to include all new construction

Since 2000 added 23,178 new units of housing

In last two year 4,749 units came off of abatement
2,902 returning to tax rolls this year

$40 million to school district
$37 million to the City: Number steadily rising

2,680 units added in 2017

Population up 21% since 2000 = 190,000
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Fastest growing section of the city

10,704 units affordable housing in & adjacent to Center City

25% who moved to PHL between 2000-2017 moved downtown
Appeal of a live-work, play downtown

42% of employed CC residents work downtown;
another 12% commute to University City.

63% of residents get to work without a car;
39% in core walk to work

46% of residents in the core, ages 20-34
75% in core have a BA degree; 50% in extended

1990-1999, 5,072 housing units permitted in all Philadelphia
> 3% of 177,469 total permits issued in Philadelphia region

Housing Development in Perspective : 2018
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In 2000 abatement expands to all types of construction
Building permits increase to 10% of regional total.
Employment stabilizes, population growth for first time in decades

Housing Development in Perspective : 2018

Before we cheer; large portion of the percentage increase
Comes from dramatic slowing of suburban growth

Between 2010 and 2017,
Philadelphia’s regional share of housing permits rises to 25%
55% of units are in Greater Center City

Housing Development in Perspective : 2018

Putting this in national perspective
62nd in housing production among 100 largest counties
Growth is strong, but pales in comparison with other cities

Housing Development in Perspective : 2018

Good news: dramatic growth downtown
5,150 units in construction: delivered in next 2 years

Some over-building causing rents to moderate
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Ownership: prices rising; days on market falling

35,738 children born Center City parents since 2000

Housing appreciating at 11%/year

75% of children living in Greater Center City
Attend one of 19 elementary public schools between Girard & Tasker:

Enrollment up by 9% since 2010

67% attend their catchment area (neighborhood) school;
81% live in Greater Center City

Population growth driven our focus on parks
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CCD 3.0: 2008; Park renovation & management

Started with neglected empty space

Create a thriving gateway to the Parkway

Sister Cities Park: a place for families with children

Manage & program four downtown parks

Collins Park, 1700 block Chestnut Street
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Successful location for rental events
RENTAL HIGHLIGHTS

Dilworth Park 2012: a barren space

Completed $60 million renovation in September 2014

Park that reinforces transit connectivity

Place for children

Place for office workers
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For Center City Sips

Steadily adding amenities &
improvements

Actively fundraising for Pulse:
Art Work by Janet Echelman

Place for families

Numbers steadily grown to over 10 million visitors

Homestretch for the Railpark phase 1

Center City District Foundation
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Phase 1:
From Broad Street to Callowhill Street

Place with generous landscaping

Final stages of renovation

Benches & swings

VIEW LOOKING TOWARDS

New amenity for the neighborhood
A new destination in the city

Park will open in early June
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Total Streetscape & Parks capital investments
1997-2017
$44.1

Still remaining naming opportunities through
Center City District Foundation

million CCD resources leveraged
$98.4 million
In public, foundation
& private dollars

= $144.6 million

Lots of reasons for optimism

Built around recent job growth,
added jobs for 12 of the last 13 years
Best run in the last 40 years

Job growth in last three years has lifted us
above the region & Baltimore

Official employment rate down from 10.9% to 6.2%
Still 2 points above national average
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PCenter City (42.2%) + University City (10.5%) = 53% of all jobs
Account for 37% of all in-movers to city 2010-2016

Pull the camera back

Many other portions of city still losing population
81% of households that left Philadelphia 2010-2016
do not have children

Unemployment rate in North Central Philadelphia
3.4 times higher than in Center City

People follow jobs:
Outside Center City 211,000 Phila. residents (40% of workforce)
Reverse commute to suburbs each day

By contrast
only 15.3%
of NYC
residents
commute to
suburbs

Earlier we highlighted the 25% who work downtown
Focus now on 40% reverse commuting to suburbs

Philadelphia’s wage tax
is structured so that
regardless of where a
city resident works,
their employer is
obligated to withhold
the full city wage tax.

Thus, the commute to
the suburbs carries
with it an incentive to
move to the suburbs.

Many portions North, West & Northeast Philadelphia
are following old patterns of population loss
Despite success downtown,
62,000 more residents of
city neighborhoods since 2010
decamped for homes in the
suburbs than moved in
Each year since 2012,
73,864 residents left the city
74,785 annually moved in
Births & immigration kept us positive

EMPLOYMENT
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Cause: loss of regional share of jobs
Since 1970: from 44.6% to 24.4% of regional jobs

The renewal of Center City & University City
not big enough to offset citywide industrial decline
Not a tale of two cities, but of one city with insufficient jobs

Our peer cities: Boston, New York & Washington DC
All lost 85%-90% of manufacturing jobs they held in 1970

But they surpassed their 1970 levels with new jobs
while Philadelphia is down 24%; close to Detroit

Philadelphia has rebounded from Recession
Not yet regained private sector job levels of 1990
Plus loss of 32,000 federal, state & local public sector jobs,
puts the city 5% below 1990 total job levels

Our problem is not only slow job growth

Imagine we are in a race: looking in our rear-view, we’ve come really far
But looking out the side windows, our peers are passing us by

26 largest cities +2.3% /yr

National economy +1.7% /year
Philadelphia 1.4%/year
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Our problem is uneven job growth
Fastest growth (56% of new jobs) in eds & meds

Where we exempt business from taxes
KOIZs & University City – growth is strong

Exempt from real estate, use & occupancy & BIRT
Sector accounts 30,800 of 55,100 jobs added since the recession.

-1,350/year
+6,000 jobs,

While we may be surpassing our slow growth region
In every job sector we lag the 26 largest city average

Since late 1980s boom; we haven’t added new supply
keep converting older inventory to housing & hotels
Good for diversification; symptom of no growth

+12,500 jobs +14,000 jobs

Since 1990: uneven job growth: Eds & Meds + 59% citywide
Lower wage leisure & hospitality + 62%.
But office industries down -15.4%

Office jobs: highest wage; most diverse, most dense
Office sector accounts for
21% of jobs citywide
& 40% of jobs downtown.
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Occupancy rates have been steadily rising

Respectably in middle of pack compared with others

Rents growing slowly:
still way below replacement costs

Rents are far below comparable cities

There ought to be a rent-premium for locating
in the employee & amenity rich downtown
National CBD average = 25%; PHL rent premium= 10%
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Low rents = low assessed values =
Philadelphia has inadequate funding for schools

What are the other costs of occupancy?

Tenant costs:
Use & Occupancy
BIRT
Absorbing wage tax

Assessed value per student
$2-3/sf
$6 to $16/sf
$12.35/sf

$2,470 on $75,000 salary/200.sf per employee = $12.35/sf

1996: Philadelphia commenced tax reduction

2003 & 2009 tax commissions both concluded:
Local tax policy: major cause of decline

Continued for 12 years until 2008: from 4.9% to 3.92%

If you over-tax what can move (wages & business revenues),

it will!

Job growth once again followed tax reduction

Since recession ended: 5 years of tax increases

Best run in the last 40 years

2019: 13.5% reassessment + 4 % rate increase = 18.1% tax increase
Wage tax reduction slowing

1
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Proposals: increase transfer tax; phase out
tax abatement and/or add a 1% construction tax

No doubt that we have an affordability challenge

But it is a challenge of low incomes,
not high housing costs; we need to raise incomes

We have a tax structure that discourages job growth
Pew report on business taxes

Among highest of all large cities
Only large city to tax both
gross revenues & net income

Recent small business exemptions of $100,000
Removed 63,000 business from BIRT obligation

Concentrated BIRT payments on office sector
Office employment accounts for 21% of citywide jobs
But carries 57% of BIRT payments
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Exempting first $165,000 from Use & Occupancy Tax
550,356 pay RE tax; U&O concentrated on 6,598 businesses
Rates
catcd
Residential
Hotel & Apartments
Store w/ Dwelling
Commercial
Industrial
Vacant
Total

0.7681%

Taxable Value
$54,883,025,494
$19,248,940,476
$3,323,941,907
$19,724,017,722
$3,698,271,314
$1,859,286,148

1.3998%
Total RE Tax
Liability
$768,252,591
$269,446,669
$46,528,539
$276,096,800
$51,768,402
$26,026,287

0.6317%

Taxable
Parcels
449,591
40,256
14,387
10,308
4,231
32,583

City Portion
$346,696,072
$121,595,557
$20,997,341
$124,596,620
$23,361,980
$11,745,111

School Portion
$421,556,519
$147,851,112
$25,531,198
$151,500,180
$28,406,422
$14,281,177

550,356

$102,737,483,061

$1,438,119,288

$648,992,680

$789,126,607

tax_name
U&O - Landlord Tax
U&O - Tenant Tax

count
6,338
260

Total U&O

6,598

Tax Policy is not just about revenue generation
It is about creating a climate of competitiveness

Be careful not to forget the lessons of the past
1970-1996 wage tax trend

Vicious cycle
In 1970s Philadelphia
hemorrhaged 164,457 jobs &
260,399 residents.
Macro-trends:
De-industrialization,
suburbanization
& inner-city redlining.
Exacerbated by self-inflicted
wound: in same decade City
more than doubled its wage
tax from 2% to 4.3% by 1980.
People & jobs departed, the
tax base shrunk, rates were
raised to keep revenues up
with no efficiencies achieved
in government, prodding more
employers & workers to leave.

60.2% of Municipal tax revenue now comes
from wage & business taxes

• Philadelphia wage tax is
almost 4 x regional median.
• BIRT has no counterpart &
adds 20% to 50% premium
• Property tax is 66% of
suburban Pennsylvania
median

Wage tax dependency: Detroit

Two caution flags: (1) we are benefiting from
a long national economic recovery in unstable times

18.5% PHL from RE TAX
92% Boston
42% NYC
32% Washington DC

Recent growth (2 years) lifted us out of basement
Above Baltimore & Memphis: but still 24 out of 26

26 largest cities +2.3% /yr

National economy +1.7% /year
Philadelphia 1.4%/year
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Caution #2: What we will call a housing boom
Puts us 62nd housing production among 100 largest counties

We need to create more
opportunities for people to stay

Philadelphia needs not only an education policy
We need competitiveness policy – build upon recent success
Set our sights on just getting to be average: from 1.4% - 2.3%

Recent growth is fueled by a Millennial bulge
People age & the demographic cohort that follows is smaller

Schools are extraordinarily important citywide

Attaining same rate of growth at the 26 city average
Philadelphia would have added 45,400 more jobs (one Amazon)
in the last 8 years on top of existing 55,100
= 100,500 new job opportunities.
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State of Center City (page 38)

Thriving mixed use downtown

The city’s unemployment rate, which dropped from 10.9%
in the depths of the Great Recession to 6.2% in 2017 — still
2 points higher than regional & national averages — could
have dropped even further, kept more residents & jobs in
the city, reducing poverty, expanding Philadelphia’s tax
base & generating additional tax revenue for the city &
schools without raising rates.

Filled with young professionals & empty nesters

A growing realm of high-quality public spaces

A growing number of families with children

A city with huge disparities

GGG
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By-product of slow growth in a city
That needs a 21st century tax policy
Not one rooted in the manufacturing age

State of Center City in 2018
A tale of one city that needs to grow faster

26 largest cities +2.3% /yr

National economy +1.7% /year
Philadelphia 1.4%/year

State of Center City:
Accelerating Growth in Philadelphia
Tuesday, April 24, 8:30 AM

Speakers

Gerard H. Sweeney, President & CEO, Brandywine Realty Trust
Harold Epps, Director of Commerce, City of Philadelphia
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